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The reliability assessment of complex power generation systems generally relies on simulation methods. When the system failure is a rare event, the MC
methods are computationally intensive and we need to use a variance reduction method to accelerate the reliability assessment of such system. Among
variance reduction methods, one may think of particles filters methods such as
the interacting particle system method (IPS). The interest of these methods is
that they do not require much knowledge about system failure to be applied,
and therefore they are well suited to industrial applications. Power generation
systems often follow deterministic dynamics which are altered by components’
failures, components’ repairs, and automatic control mechanisms. We model
such dynamic hybrid systems using piecewise deterministic Markovian processes. When simulated on a short period of time, such processes tend to often
generate the same deterministic trajectory, thus limiting the efficiency of the
IPS method for which it is preferable to generate many different trajectories on
short intervals of time. To reduce this phenomenon, we propose an adaptation
of the IPS method based on the memorization method: conditioning the generated trajectories to avoid the most probable ones while computing exactly
the influence of the most probable trajectories.
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1. Introduction
For both safety and regulation issues, the reliability of power generation systems has to be assessed. The considered systems (dams or nuclear plants
for instance) are complex dynamic hybrid systems. Therefore, only simulation methods can be reasonably considered to assess their reliability. As the
systems are highly reliable, their failure is a rare event. In this context it is
well-known that the naive Monte-Carlo simulation method (MC) is timeconsuming, so we want to use a variance reduction method to accelerate
reliability assessment for our dynamic hybrid systems.
A failure of a dynamic hybrid system often corresponds to a physical
variable of the system (temperature, pressure, water level) entering a critical region. The simulation of such a system requires an accurate model
of the physical variables’ trajectory. These physical variables are often determined by simple differential equations but those equations depend on
the statuses of the multiple components of the systems (on, off, or failed).
Thus the model should also incorporate the dynamics of the statuses of
the components, which rely on deterministic feedback mechanisms and on
random failures and repairs. To encounter for this hybrid interplay between
the discrete process of components’ statuses and the continuous evolution
of the physical variables, we model the evolution of the state of a system
by a piecewise deterministic Markovian process (PDMP) [2,4]. PDMPscan
easily incorporate component aging, failure on demand, and delays before
repairs. EDF has recently developed the PyCATSHOO tool [1], which allows the modeling of dynamic hybrid systems. PyCATSHOO evaluates the
dependability criteria of the studied systems by Monte Carlo simulations.
The objective of our work is to set up new algorithms to accelerate these
evaluations. Here we focus on the acceleration of the reliability assessment
of a system using a variance reduction methods.
We are interested in the interacting particles system method (IPS) [3],
our goal being to improve its efficiency when it is applied on PDMPs. Unlike
in importance sampling methods, in the IPS method we keep simulating
according to the original system. The difference is that we do not simulate
directly the trajectories on the entire observation duration, but we simulate
the trajectories sequentially by alternating between an exploration step and
a selection step. During the exploration step we simulate the trajectories on
a small time interval, therefore exploring the most probable trajectories on
a short horizon of time. Then we apply a selection step on these trajectories
replicating the trajectories which seem close to failure and giving up the

less ”promising” trajectories. At the next exploration step, only replicated
trajectories are continued, before the next selection, and so on... This way
the effort of simulation is concentrated on trajectories which have higher
chance of becoming a failing trajectory before the end of the observation
duration. In the end we get more failing trajectories to fuel our estimation,
and the IPS yields an unbiased estimator with a smaller variance than the
MC estimator.
When we try to apply the IPS method to reliable complex hybrid systems we run into two issues: The first issue concerns the exploration: With
reliable components and slow repairs there is a high probability that no
component failure or repair occur during the short exploration time, and
with PDMP it means that all the trajectories are likely to follow the same
deterministic paths. So when we explore the trajectory space most simulated trajectories end up being the same one, hence limiting our exploration
of the trajectory space. To avoid this pitfall, we propose an approach using the memorization method developed in [5]. The idea is to start the
exploration by finding the most likely trajectories continuing each batch
of replicated trajectories and to condition the rest of the exploration to
avoid these trajectories hence simulating more different trajectories. The
second issue concerns the selection step. The selection step uses a potential
function that roughly measures the closeness of a trajectory to system failure. We propose a potential function adapted to multi-component systems
involving control mechanisms. We have compared the efficiency of our version of the IPS method to its original version on a small system showing
significant improvement in terms of variance reduction.
The rest of the paper paper is organised as follows: The section 2 is
dedicated to our model of the system, the section 3 presents the IPS algorithm and of its estimator, the section 4 presents our adaptation of the
IPS algorithm and of its estimator using the memorization method, and
finally in section 5 we compare the efficiency of the IPS method with our
adaptation based on the memorization method.

2. A model of the system based on a PDMP
Denote Zt the state of the system at time t.
the physical variables of the system, noted Xt ,
the components within the system, noted Mt .
We consider that Xt ∈ Rd , and that Mt ∈ M
F corresponds to a failed status, and Nc is the

Zt is the combination of
and of the statuses of all
Therefore Zt = (Xt , Mt ).
= {On, Of f, F }Nc where
number of components in

the system. Within a mode m ∈ M the value of the physical variables
is restricted to an open and connected set Ωm ⊂ Rd . Defining Em =
S
{(x, m), x ∈ Ωm }, the set of possible states is then: E =
Em .
m∈M

A discontinuity in the value of Zt is called a jump. Between two jumps
the dynamic of the system is given by an ordinary differential equation
d Xt
dt = FMt (Xt ). We note φ(x,m) (t) the solution of this equation when
X0 = x. Then for any time s > 0, if T is the time until the next jump,
we have ∀t ∈ [0, T ), Zt+s = Xt+s , Ms = φ(Xs ,Ms ) (t), Ms . Similarly,
a flow function on the
 states can be defined. If z = (x, m) ∈ E, then
Φz (t) = φ(x,m) (t), m , and so ∀t ∈ [0, T ), Zt+s = ΦZs (t).
As the physical variables are often continuous, the jumps are essentially
used to model changes in the statuses of the components. These jumps
can occur for two reasons. Firstly, jumps can correspond to a spontaneous
failure or to a repair. In such case the occurrence time of the jump is
modeled using a jump rate λ(Z). Secondly, a jump can correspond to an
automatic control mechanism. We define the sets Ωm so that the jumps
associated to controls are triggered when Zt hits the boundary of Em .
Eventually, the cdf of T (the time until the next jump starting form a state
Zs = z) takes this form:

P(T ≤ t|Zs = z) =

1 − exp [−Λz (t)] if t < t∗z ,
1
if t ≥ t∗z .

(1)

Here t∗z = inf{t > 0, Φz (t) ∈ ∂Em } is the time until the flow hits the
boundary starting from a state z = (x, m). We take the convention that
t∗z = +∞ if {s > 0, Φz (s) ∈
/ Em } = ∅. If a jump occurs at time S, then the
law the destination of the jump is given by a transition Kernel KZS- where
ZS- would be the departure state of the jump.
To generate Zs = (Zt )t∈[0,s) a trajectory of the state of the system, one
can repeat the following steps: Given a starting state Z0 = z, generate T the
time of the next jump using (1), follow the flow Φ until T , generate ZT = zT
the arrival state of the jump knowing the departure state is ZT- = Φz (T )
using KZT- , and repeat starting with ZT until you get a trajectory of size
s. Defined in this way, the process Zt is Markovian.
Remember that the goal is to estimate the probability, noted p, that
the system fails before a final observation time tf . Noting A the set of
trajectories of length
tf which pass through the critical region we have :

p = Pz0 Ztf ∈ A .

3. The IPS algorithm and its estimator
Consider a subdivision of the interval [0, tf ) into n sub-intervals of equal
lengths, noted [τk , τk+1 ), and such that 0 = τ0 < τ1 < · · · < τn -1 < τn = tf .
Eτk denotes the set of trajectories defined on the k first intervals. We note
Qk the Markovian transition measure extending a trajectory Zτk ∈ Eτk
into a trajectory Zτk+1 ∈ Eτk+1 . We consider a target probability measure
gk on each sets Eτk such that:
k
Y

gk (dZτk ) ∝

Gs (Zτs )

s=1

k
Y

Qs (dZτs |Zτs -1 ) δz0 (dZ0 )

(2)

s=1

where the Gs are positive functions on Eτs called the
R potential functions.
For a measure g and a function h we note g(h) = h dg. For each step k
∼
the IPS provides a way too generate 2 samples of N trajectories (Zjτk )j≤N
and (Zjτk )j≤N which respectively approximate the probability measures gk
and gk Qk . These approximations are given by:
gbk (.) =

N
1 X
δ∼ (.)
N i=1 Ziτk

N
1 X
δ i (.)
and g\
k-1 Qk (.) =
N i=1 Zτk

(3)

The algorithm to build these samples is the following:
∼

• Start with k = 1, and Zjτ0 = Zjτ0 = z0 (∀j = 1..N ).
• While k ≤ n repeat these 2 steps incrementing k each time:
(1) Simulate the trajectories Z1τk , . . . , ZN
τk with

∼
Zjτk ∼ Qk dZjτk Zjτk -1
∼

(2) Create the sample of the Zjτk ’s by drawing with replacement
in the sample of the Zjτk ’s. Each trajectory Zjτk being drawn
with probability

Gk (Zjτ )
k
PN
.
i
i=1 Gk (Zτ )
k

Noticing that p = Ez0

1A (Zτn ) = gn -1 Qn







1

(Zτn )
s=1 Gs (Zτs )

A
Qn -1

n−1
Q


gk-1 Qk Gk ,

k=1

one can get an estimator p̂ of p by plugging our approximations of the
distributions gk Qk in that formula, yielding :
n−1

Y

1A (Zτn )
g\
(4)
p̂ = g\
Q
k-1 Qk Gk .
n-1 n Qn−1
s=1 Gs (Zτs ) k=1
Qn -1 ∗ 
If A ⊂ supp
s=1
√ Gs , this estimator 2is asymptotically unbiased, and
satisfies a CLT : N (p̂ − p) −→ N (0, σIP
S ), see [3].
N →∞

Concerning the potential functions Gs : A valid way the select trajectories that are likely to go to the failure region would be to set
Qk
gk (dZτk ) ∝ E[1A (Zτn )|Zτk ] s=1 Qs (dZτs |Zτs -1 ) δz0 (dZ0 ).
This implies the potential functions have the following form : Gs (Zτs ) =
E[1A (Zτn )|Zτs ] / E[1A (Zτn )|Zτs -1 ]. As we do not dispose of the conditional
expectations E[1A (Zτn )|Zτs ] we propose to use instead an approximation
of these expectation U (Zτs ) based on our knowledge of the system, taking
U (Z )
Gs (Zτs ) = U (Zττs ) . For a system including similar components in parallel
s -1
redundancy, we propose to set U (Zτs ) = 1 if Zτs has already
reach the

failure region once, and U (Zτs ) = exp − α b(Zτs + 1)2 L(τs ) otherwise,
where L is a positive function, and b(Z) indicates the number of working
components within a state Z, and α is a parameter tuning the strength of
the selection.
4. A modified version of the IPS using Memorization
In the IPS method, the goal of the exploration step (the step (1) in the
algorithm) is to generate different trajectories in the hope of finding some
trajectories with a high potential. After the k -1th selection step (labeled
∼
(2) in the algorithm), we get a sample of trajectories Zjτk-1 which contains
(i)
several replicates of the same trajectories that we note zτk-1 . We note ij
(i)
th
th
the index of the j trajectory in the i cluster, and Nk-1 the number
of trajectories in this cluster. During the k th exploration step, we extend
(i)
(i)
Nk-1 times the trajectory zτk-1 . If we use the original kernel Qk to do so, for
reliable system we are likely to simulate many times the same trajectory.
(i)
(i)
We note aτk this trajectory, which is the trajectory extending zτk-1 without
spontaneous jump and without failures of a components. Noting H the
(i)
number of jumps of aτk that are in the in the k th sub-interval, noting sh
the time of the hth jump with s0 = τk -1 and sH+1 = τk and th = sh+1 − sh ,
and noting zk the arrival states of those jumps we have:
H
H
h Z th
 Y
 iY
ij
(i)
P Ziτjk = a(i)
|Z
=
z
=
exp
−
λ
Φ
(u)
du
K(zh- ) (zh ).
zh
τk
τk-1
τk-1
h=0

0

h=1

For reliable systems, the jump rate λ takes low values because it is the
sum of the repair rates of failed components and of the failure rates of
unbroken components which are all very low. Also when a jump from z - to
z + is associated to a control mechanism without failure the transition kernel
Kz- (z + ) is close to one. See [1] for an example of the values of the rates
and the transition kernel. For this reasons the probability of generating

(i)

the trajectory aτk is close to 1. Therefore each of the trajectories in a
(i)
cluster tends to be extend many times in aτk , which limits the efficiency
(i)
of the exploration. Assuming we have Nk-1 ≥ 2, in order to force the
differentiation of the trajectories extended from the ith cluster, we propose
(i)
to deterministically extend the first trajectory setting Ziτ1k = aτk , and to
(i)
condition the other generated trajectories to avoid aτk . We note Vk the
Markovian kernel from Eτk -1 to Eτk avoiding the most probable trajectory.
These conditioned simulations can be efficiently carried out using
the memorization method, as it avoids using a rejection algorithm [5].
Consider the stopping time τ (i) defined such that ∀t < τ (i) , Zt =
(i)
(i)
at
and Zτ (i) 6= aτ . Note that τ (i) is the time at which Zτk differ(i)
(i)
entiates itself from aτk . Therefore, generate Zτk knowing it will avoid aτk
(i)
is equivalent to generate Zτk knowing τ is in [τk -1 , τk ). To simulate a
(i)
trajectory Zτk avoiding aτk , one can generate τ (i) knowing τ (i) ∈ [τk -1 , τk )
(i)
and set Zτ (i)- = aτ (i)- , generate Zτ (i) 6= aτ (i) , and then generate the rest of
the trajectory normally until τk . The cdf of τ (i) | τ (i) ∈ [τk -1 , τk ) having
the following form:
(i)

P τ

(i)

<tτ

(i)



∈ [τk -1 , τk ) =

(i)

1 − P(Zt = at Zτk-1 = ak-1 )
(i)

(i)

1 − P(Zτk = aτk Zτk-1 = ak-1 )

one can use the inverse method in order to generate realisation of τ (i) | τ (i) ∈
(i)
[τk -1 , τk ). To access this cdf one have to memorize the trajectory aτk hence
the name of the method.
As we modified the extension of the trajectory, we have to re-weight
accordingly the influence of the generated trajectories in the estimation to
correct the induced bias, yielding the following algorithm:
∼

∼

• Start with k = 1, and Zjτ0 = Zjτ0 = z0 , W0j = N1 (∀j).
• While k ≤ n repeat these 2 steps incrementing k each time:
(i)

(1) For each cluster, if Nk -1 = 1 then Ziτ1k ∼ Qk , else:
PNk(i)-1 ∼ ij
(i)
Set Ziτ1k = aτk and Wki1 = pi j=1
Wk ,
i

i

∼(i)

and ∀j ≥ 2 simulate the trajectories Zτjk ∼ Vk Zτjk |zτk -1
PNk(i)-1 ∼ ij
i
i)
and set Wkj = (1−p
(i)
j=1 Wk
(Nk -1 −1)



∼

∼

(2) ∀j = 1..N set Wkj = N1 and create the sample of the Zjτk ’s
by drawing with replacement in the sample of the Zjτk ’s. Each
trajectory Zjτk being drawn with probability

Gk (Zjτ )Wkj -1
k
PN
.
i
i
i=1 Gk (Zτ )Wk -1
k

Finally p is still estimated using the equation 4 but this time with
PN
j
g\
k -1 Qk (.) =
j=1 Wk δZτjk (.). We call this modified version of the IPS
the IPS+M method.
5. Results
To compare the IPS+M method with the actual IPS method and the MC
method, we have applied each method on a two-components system. The
system is a room heated by two heaters in passive redundancy. Heaters are
programmed to maintain the temperature of the room above negative values, turning on when the temperature drops below some positive threshold
and turning off when the temperature crosses a high threshold. The second heater can activate only when the first one is failed. The system fails
when the temperature falls below zero. The probability p was estimated to
2.71 × 10−5 thanks to a massive Monte-Carlo of 107 simulations.
Table 1. Means of estimations and empirical variances on 100 runs with
N = 105 for the MC, the IPS and the IPS+M methods
MC
n=0
n=5
n = 10

p̂

2.71 × 10−5

σ̂ 2

2.90 × 10−10

p̂

IPS

IPS+M

2.86 × 10−5

2.70 × 10−5

σ̂ 2

1.78 ×

10−9

1.37 × 10−10

p̂

2.85 × 10−5

2.64 × 10−5

10−9

1.07 × 10−10

σ̂ 2

1.08 ×

The results of the simulation study are displayed in table 1. In this case,
they highlight that the IPS method is ill-suited to PDMPs, as it yielded
a higher variance than the MC method. Conversely, our IPS+M method
performed well and has overcome the issue of the PDMP. Indeed, in this
case, it reduced the variance by a factor 2.8 compared to the MC method,
and by a factor 10 compared to the IPS method.
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